EVAPORATIVE COOLING VESTS
STYLE: SPORT

EVAPORATIVE COOLING VESTS
STYLE: SPORT

EVAPORATIVE COOLING PRODUCT BENEFITS

Evaporative Cooling
Sport Vests
Our #1 Selling Product

Cost-effective personal cooling solution
Provides extended relief from heat fatigue and heat stress
Lightweight, durable and non-toxic
Easy to activate and re-usable
Offers hours of cooling relief
Wide variety of garment styles, sizes and colors

6529 EVAPORATIVE COOLING SPORT VESTS

Simple V-neck w/ zipper closure; works for a wide range of people and uses
Can provide 5-10 hours of cooling relief per soaking; lightweight, and durable
Comfortable quilted Oxford nylon outer w/ polymer embedded fabric inner,
water repellent nylon liner, and black poly-cotton trim
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

TESTIMONIALS
This product is the “bomb” ... it’s awesome. I used it
on a ride last weekend, 700 miles, 113 degree.
Motorcyclist
Love your cooling vest ... best product on the market!
Motorcyclist

6529 SPORT VEST
NEW COLOR OPTIONS

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT THE NEXT GENERATION OF
POLYMER EMBEDDED FABRIC IS
NOW AVAILABLE.
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE !
NO POLYMER MIGRATION !
EXTENDED PRODUCT LIFE !

I just wanted to thank you for a great product! I just bought a cooling vest, I race
ATV's and it’s so hot here when you have all your gear on, so I thought I would give
it a shot....WOW!!!! I will be telling everyone about your product at the track.
ATV Racer

Custom sizes, colors and
fabrics are available.
Contact us for details.

EVAPORATIVE COOLING - HOW IT WORKS
A water management system created from the
PEF (Polymer Embedded Fabric) absorbs, stores
and releases water within the multi-layered material
Simply submerge the garment in water for 1-2
minutes allowing the PEF to absorb the water
Gently squeeze out the excess water, wipe dry
and wear
The garment will remain activated for hours and
can be re-hydrated as needed

6533 EVAPORATIVE COOLING SPORT VEST
W/ DETACHABLE SLEEVES
It has all of the characteristics of our 6529
w/ the added comfort and protection
of sleeves
Sleeves are detachable
Great for desert riding as sleeves protect
and cool arms
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